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Compensation Challenges
in the Financial Services
Industry
Financial services organizations have unique challenges in planning and executing their
compensation processes.
Compensation is a huge expense. With compensation costs comprising between 70 and
90 percent of financial institutions’ operating expenses, there is a need for sophisticated
compensation management solutions, capable of managing complex requirements.
Compensation in the industry is unique. Not only does the industry have many specialized
needs to structure rewards plans that produce results, but each company is different and has
its own unique requirements.
HRIS systems cannot handle the complexity. Reliance on a single Human Resources
Information System (HRIS) has proven to be too restrictive to cater to financial institutions’
highly specialized and individualized compensation processes.
Flexibility needed for effective rewards and compliance. Execute and pivot with agility,
no matter how complex your compensation strategy, with flexibility for local markets, support
for a remote workforce, and secure technology that can withstand disruption.
Companies need to increase productivity and cut costs. By implementing cloud-based
solutions, financial institutions can not only satisfy stringent security requirements, but realize
tremendous bottom-line savings from a reduction in the total cost of ownership over existing
on-premise solutions.
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The beqom Total
Compensation Solution
beqom helps the world’s leading financial institutions streamline and optimize their
compensation processes. By providing a single, cloud-based compensation management
software platform that’s flexible and robust enough to handle the complex rewards strategies
of large global enterprises, we enable you to close the critical gaps left by HRIS platforms in
your compensation lifecycle and practices.

beqom’s unified platform can manage any or all of your
rewards processes:
• Sales incentives for employees, producers, and all sales channels
• Salary planning and merit increases
• Objectives-based bonus plans
• Long-term incentives, stock plans, and deferrals
• Executive compensation
• Pay equity analysis and compensation analytics
• Automated total rewards reporting

“At McLagan, we know determining how best and how
much to pay your people is only one part of the rewards
equation. Managing, monitoring and communicating
pay programs is also critical to ensuring success.”
“With beqom, we’re now able to provide our mortgage
banking clients with a trusted partner who can support
end-to-end compensation administration.”
— Rob Northway, Global Head of Consumer Banking at McLagan
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beqom for the Financial
Services Industry
beqom is the number one choice for compensation management among the world’s top
financial services firms.
A proven track record. beqom has partnered with many major banks and financial services
firms across four continents. Our customers are leaders in retail and corporate banking,
investment banking, asset management, venture capital, real estate, and insurance.
Technology for a changing world. The single beqom solution has successfully replaced the
traditional patchwork of systems and decentralized manual or homegrown processes. beqom
automates processes that were time-consuming, inefficient, subject to errors, and difficult to
audit.
Transparency and compliance. With an increasing recognition of the need to reduce risk, and
ever-growing and changing compliance requirements, institutions trust beqom to provide the
controls, transparency and traceability required by regulators and auditors.
A unified platform. The beqom solution provides a robust, unified, automated platform
for managing all compensation processes, including salary, bonus, deferred and long-term
incentives, sales incentives and all forms of total rewards. No other solution provides this kind
of total compensation management.
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Centralization of data. beqom integrates natively with the systems that tie to compensation
management, such as HRIS, ERP, CRM, and Finance systems, providing a central repository
for compensation data to support pay-for-performance as well as detailed reporting and
analytics.
Flexibility to manage complexity. Unlike any other system, beqom is capable of managing
the complexity required by sophisticated compensation programs, enabling financial
institutions to use compensation in a strategic and flexible way, without limitation or
compromise.
Cost savings and control. beqom offers customers value through system consolidation,
consistency, and control, as well as the cost savings and simplified maintenance of a SaaS
solution. Business users such as compensation analysts, rather than IT, are the owners of the
system.
Catering to all stakeholders. beqom meets the needs of all stakeholders inside and outside of
an organization:
• Employees have self-service access to their rewards and performance information,
so they can understand how their pay was calculated and how it relates to their
performance.
• Managers have access to employee performance data and can perform simulations and
allocate their budgeted compensation pools to motivate and retain top performers.
• Executives have easy access to the data needed to analyze compensation effectiveness.
• Finance has access to accurate accruals and forecasts, and can audit compensation
calculations.
• Agents and producers get accurate, on-time payments, along with the related
performance data.
• Regulators see a system with total transparency, consistent controls and a traceable,
managed workflow, ensuring the ability to meet compliance and reporting
requirements.
beqom is the only solution that can provide a true total compensation platform for financial
services firms. Meeting complexity and stringent requirements for security and compliance
require a highly robust solution, and beqom has been proven to be the one solution that can
meet these functional and technical requirements.

“By applying the same high standards of technologies
and services for our employees that we do for our
customers, we raised the bar in AIB, making AIB a better
place to work and a better bank to do business with.”
— Eugene McMahon, Head of Rewards in Allied Irish Banks
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Customer Success Story

Allied Irish Bank
Need
Performance-based rewards: In the aftermath of the 2008 financial
crisis, AIB wanted to adopt a performance-based approach to
employee rewards and replace a spreadsheet based process for salary
increases and rewards.
Data-driven analysis: This required a solution that could consolidate
information from disparate systems and analyze data such as salary
ranges, employee performance ratings, individual salaries, and
departmental budgets. Currently managers had to manually extract,
compile, and analyze the data, which was difficult and cumbersome.

Solution
AIB selected beqom’s Total Compensation Platform to automate
reward processes for 10,000+ employees across multiple countries,
including:
• Salary review

Allied Irish Bank
One of Ireland’s “Big
Four” commercial
banks
Project facts:
Start date: 2015
Users: 10,500
Segment: Total
Compensation

• Bonus administration
• LTI and deferred bonus processes
Managers have the data they need to award salary increases in
line with individual performance, salary ranges, and budget. The
simplified process eliminates inefficient manual and offline processes
and analysis that create security and compliance risks. Employees can
access their compensation information and HR can create and modify
reward programs without engaging a developer.

Result
Using beqom, AIB benefits from:
• Pay for performance: Empowered managers to reward employees
fairly, based on performance, and within budget
• Control: Gained more control and visibility over their HR processes
• Cost-savings: Saved money by utilizing existing system
investments, not adding infrastructure
• Efficient processes: Gained efficiency by centralizing, automating,
and streamlining processes
• Security and compliance: Improved controls, enabling AIB to
comply with federal and international banking regulations
• Future-ready: Achieved a future-proof solution to meet future
incentive plan and total rewards needs
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Customer Success Story

BNP Paribas
Need
Use compensation to drive performance: Needed a compensation
solution to enable improved performance by aligning its employees
with the organizational strategy and providing clear communication
of compensation.
Compliant handling of complex compensation: The company also
needed to manage complex long term incentive processes to meet
internal and external compliance initiatives.

Solution

BNP Paribas
A Global Top 10
Bank, in 75 countries
Project facts:

With beqom, the BNP Group manages, on one comprehensive
platform:

Start date: 2012

• Executive compensation

Segment: Total
Compensation

• Deferred bonus

Users: 20,000

• Equity management processes
The ownership of the beqom solution is in the hands of the business
users, enabling BNP Paribas to simplify and administer complex
compensation processes with flexibility and agility.

Result
By adopting a unified approach to compensation, BNP Paribas has
benefited from:
• Cost savings: by improving employee productivity and process
efficiency
• Compliant processes: that ensure fairness and avoid costly
regulatory fines
• Full transparency: in compensation processes across all levels
of the organization

“BNP Paribas’ digital transformation goes hand in
hand with the strong demand for change in our business
culture. Employees want to give meaning to their daily life.
They feel the need to create, act and engage.”
— Jacques d’Estais, Deputy Chief Operating Officer and Head of International Financial Services at BNP Paribas
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Customer Success Story

Banque Pictet (Pictet Group)
Need
Ability to adapt to change: The global health crisis of 2020 reinforced
the need to be able to change strategies quickly. Banque Pictet
wanted to be at the forefront of innovation in this new environment.
They sought a compensation management solution that could drive
an agile business strategy.

Solution

Banque Pictet
(Pictet Group)

• Balanced scorecards

Founded 1805
and offers wealth
management,
asset management
and related asset
services

• Individual benchmarking

Project facts:

Uses the beqom Total Compensation solution to manage:
• Salary review and related processes for 5,000 employees
worldwide
• Deferred compensation

• Integrated into their SAP environment

Result
Using beqom, Banque Pictet now benefits from:

Start date: 2020
Users: 5000
Segment: Total
Compensation

• Agility and adaptability: Ability to quickly change compensation
strategies to adapt to market changes and opportunities
• Fair and competitive pay: Pay benchmarked to the market, for fair
and competitive pay to attract top talent
• Cost-savings: Optimized compensation spending through
analytics and data-driven decision-making
• Efficient processes: Efficient automated processes, saving time for
managers and HR and providing consistency and control
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Customer Success Story

US Tier One Bank
Need
Flexibility, scalability, adaptability: The firm was managing
compensation with a custom legacy system and Excel spreadsheets,
which was not scalable, posed risks for accuracy and compliance, and
resulted in a subpar employee experience. It was difficult to adapt to
continually changing regulations. There was no common data set for
use by Finance and HR Compensation teams.

US Tier One Bank

Handle global complexity with efficiency and control: HR sought
a highly secure compensation platform that could handle the firm’s
complex compensation models, improve efficiency and control,
provide analysis, reduce risk, and elevate the role of the HR Business
Partners and Compensation Analysts.

Multinational
investment bank
and financial
services company

Solution

Start date: 2018

beqom was implemented as the compensation system of record for
60,000 employees and managers in 42 countries, including:

Segment: Total
Compensation

• Salary review

Project facts:
Users: 60,000

• Bonus administration
• Long term incentives
Supplementing the Workday HR system, beqom’s elastic data model
allows it to accommodate the firm’s unique requirements, including
managing 50+ compensation components, with multiple complex roll
ups and currencies.
beqom enables complex modeling and accruals, cascading global
bonus pool modeling and allocation by manager, stock splitting
and deferred compensation allocation, actual and annualized
compensation calcs and statements, and special processes for
covered employees and Material Risk Takers (MRT).

Result
• Global platform: Common global platform providing transparency
and easy user experience
• Effective, localized pay plans: Ability to implement effective,
complex compensation schemes globally
• Efficiency and compliance: Secure, efficient, and compliant
compensation processes
• Enhanced planning capability: Accurate simulation, modeling,
and accruals
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Customer Success Story

US Asset Management Company
Need
HR digital transformation: The firm was digitizing its HR systems,
including moving to Workday, and sought to automate its manual
year end compensation processes. Its homegrown Excel-based comp
system was difficult to maintain. The company wanted:
• Integrated performance management: Integrate its performance
management with the year end compensation process
• On demand rewards information: An easy to use interface for
reporting, with a portal for employees to access their rewards
statements
• Support for all stakeholders: Extend role-based access to HR
generalists, managers, and Finance

Solution
As part of its HR digital transformation, the firm implemented beqom
to manage its processes for Base Pay, Bonuses, and Long Term
Incentives. Some key capabilities include:

US Asset
Management
Company
US based asset
management firm
Project facts:
Start date: 2018
Users: 1200
Segment: Total
Compensation

• Performance reviews are integrated with the year end comp process
• Bonus administration allows for discretionary as well as objectivesdriven bonuses
• Comprehensive reporting with the ability to look at history
• End to end process management including budgeting, workflows,
and a transparent approval process
• Portal for access by employees, HR, and Finance
• Analytics to ensure fair pay and compensation effectiveness

Result
The result of managing compensation with beqom is:
• Performance-based pay: Integrated total compensation and
performance management system
• Efficient processes: Automated pay processes and compensation
statements, greatly reducing the burden on managers and HR
• Transparency and compliance: Controlled, transparent, and
compliant rewards processes
• Cost savings: Optimized compensation spending
• Accuracy and control: HR generalists, managers, and Finance
can do modeling and reporting, and create forecasts and accruals,
eliminating 100s of spreadsheets
• Visibility and communication: Employees can access their
rewards statements on demand 24/7 via a secure portal
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Key Features of beqom
for Financial Services
No Compromise
• define and manage multiple org
structures
• multiple compensation plans with
eligibility criteria
• automated situation change
management

Compliant & Secure
• clear & transparent earnings
• fully auditable and traceable database
activity
• full process compliance and
traceability (SOX, CRDIV, SEC)

• multiple populations

• most expansive DRO (data residency
options) of any cloud solution

• different KPI’s, earning thresholds,
payout & deferral rules

• follows industry standard data
warehouse security measures

• set-up & simulate plan definitions or
changes in just a few clicks

• unique data encryption approach to
ensure the ultimate in secure customer
data

• 1 total view of all compensation,
benefits & non-cash rewards

Flexible
• flexible data model means you don’t
have to fit in a box
• while still leveraging all the benefits of
cloud applications

For Business Users
• business ownership without
compromising on complexity and
flexibility
• while being fully secure and compliant

• while being in control of your
compensation strategy

• and easily integrating to your existing
landscape

• you can meet and adapt to local
needs, changes & regulations while
still maintaining centralized control

• you have full centralized control of all
comp & performance processes in one
application
• no compromise on usability to
meet complexity and flexibility
requirements

To see how beqom can transform compensation management
at your firm, contact one of our compensation specialists at
www.beqom.com/contact-us or info@beqom.com.
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Claudio Carnovali, beqom Product Manager

Happiness is the best
driver for success
Our mission is to make the workforce of our customers happy. beqom drives happiness by
allowing business managers to lead, align, and motivate employees and partners. The beqom
Total Compensation solution is used globally across all industry sectors by more than
100 large companies such as PepsiCo and Deutsche Post DHL. It addresses all performance and
compensation aspects such as salary review, bonus, long-term incentives, commissions, benefits,
non-cash rewards, and all key drivers towards employee performance and sales performance.
HR, sales, and finance departments leverage our platform to drive performance, retention,
cost optimization and... happiness among their people.
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